ne of the great memories of growing up was watching Bela Lugosi in the original *Dracula* movie. The Count and poor Jonathan Harker have just heard the baying of the wolves. “The Children of the night...Listen to them, what sweet music they sing,” the notorious vampire softly says to his prey.

You have to go long and far to find another movie quote that would better describe the glorious melodies of dits and dahs careening around the ether during ARRL Straight Key Night (SKN). For a too brief 24 hour period, many are transported back to the days of their own youth. Rather than trying to become modern-day Nosferatu, these “Children of the Night” are also “Children of the Day” — sharing their love and skill of pound brass to the next generation. These operators are bridges, not just to our past, but to our future as well.

**Straight Key History**

Straight Key Night goes back 40 years to 1970 and was the brainchild of Harvey Savage, K4MD according to the first SKN write-up that appeared in the March 1971 issue of *QST*. That first SKN saw 158 participation reports received reflecting 664 participants.

While having gone through some evolution (such as seeing participants use it as a time for also putting older equipment back on-the-air or some participants using hand operated “bugs” as part of the fun), the basic premise of SKN really hasn’t deviated from its beginnings. The purpose was simple: Get back to its origins really hasn’t deviated from the premise of SKN really hasn’t deviated from its beginnings. The purpose was simple: Get an operation going around the ether during ARRL Straight Key Night (SKN). For a too brief 24 hour period, many are transported back to the days of their own youth. Rather than trying to become modern-day Nosferatu, these “Children of the Night” are also “Children of the Day” — sharing their love and skill of pound brass to the next generation. These operators are bridges, not just to our past, but to our future as well.

**Great Fists and Terrific Chats**

To those who are SKN “regulars,” one of the great joys is hearing the music created a distinctive fist that you remember. Each year, participants are asked to nominate candidates for “Best Fist.” This year, their peers nominated 121 different calls as “Best Fist.” Two stations — Carl, K5HK, and the operators at Maritime Radio Historical Society, K6KPH — received three votes. Congratulations to these great operators for bringing smiles to many faces.

It is not just about how good the wolves howl, on SKN a lot depends on what they are howling. Therefore, each year we invite participants to nominate their Most Interesting QSO consideration, of which five were tied with two votes each: Frank, AC9T; Willie, N4XE; Gary, N7HTS; Harold, KB0ROB, and Richard, WASC2V.

The content of those contacts we will never know — just that they held the listener captive with a mystic quality.

ARRL Straight Key Night is unique that it can mesh the enchantment of the past with the wonders of the present — all the while keeping an eye on the future. Hand keys and vintage radios may evoke the past, but they also give today’s amateur avenues to explore. The music that is sung plays well at night, during the day, or any time it is heard calling to those who listen. Perhaps New Year’s Day 2011 will find a new crop of children singing the sweet melodies of dits and dahs...

**Logs Received — 2010 ARRL Straight Key Night**

ARL, W6AW, RICHARD DILLMAN, W6AW

![List of logs received](file-url)